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Today we know CR’s are p’s, ’s 

and heavier nuclei

CR’s detected at extremely 
high energies

Sources: where do we expect 
them from?

Sources should also produce      
neutrinos (undetected so far ?)

  How?:

→ neutrino telescopes

GeV            TeV            PeV             EeV             ZeV

Galactic

From SN

Extragalactic.

unexplained

?

Knee

Ankle

optical astronomy, ~1 eV

the cosmic ray spectrum



aim of neutrino telescopes: neutrino astronomy

cosmic accelerators:
Active Galactic Nuclei, 
Gama-ray Bursts, 
Supernovae remnants,
micro Quasars

(point-source searches)

Cygnus A



particle production in cosmic accelerators

cosmic rays should 
be accompanied by
cosmic neutrinos

e
-

shock front

Cygnus A

 shock acceleration: hadrons/nuclei-
 inverse compton:-  s
 synchrotron radiation, bremmstrahlung:-  s
 particle decays:-  s, s

100 kpc

(MW 31 kpc)
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cosmic accelerators:
Active Galactic Nuclei, 
Gama-ray Bursts, 
Supernovae remnants,
micro Quasars

(point-source searches)



to put things in perspective

 - Astroparticle physics studies the cosmos through these ‘signatures’: 
             hadrons (p/nuclei),  leptons (e+,e-), photons and neutrinos:

●   protons are charged → deflected by intergalactic magnetic fields

 (only very high energy CR’s, E>1018 eV, useful for astronomy: they can point)

●   ’s easily absorbed by intervening matter

●   ’s extremely difficult to detect (only weak interaction)

Detectors:

   p/nuclei, e's:   Air shower arrays (surface), satellites (space)

   ’s, e's:  Cherenkov telescopes (surface), satellites (space)

   ’s:  neutrino ‘telescopes’ (underground/underwater)



physics with neutrino telescopes

Supernovae

diffuse neutrino flux
(all sky searches)-

dark matter

particle physics:
neutrino properties
fundamental laws...

cosmic rays

cosmic accelerators
AGN, GRBs, QSrs, SN remnants
(point source searches)-



compare+p Xsection

10-20 cm2

R. Ghandi et al, Astropart. Phys. 5, 81 (1996);  J. A. Formaggio, G. P. Zeller, Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1307, 2012

(1 barn =10 24 - cm2       1 nanobarn =10 33 - cm2)

reminder: neutrino Xsection with matter





neutrino detection principle

e+- :electromagnetic shower

+-  : hadronic shower

 tracks >100m @ E>100 GeV

Detect Cherenkov light of interaction products

charged current

neutral current



Array of optical modules in a transparent 

medium to detect the light emitted by 

relativistic secondaries produced in charged-

current -nucleon interactions

Need ns timing resolution

Need HUGE volumes (tiny Xsects & fluxes)


neutrino detection principle



IceTop: Air shower detector

             80 stations/2 tanks each 

              threshold ~ 300 TeV

InIce array:

80 Strings 

60 Optical Modules

17 m between Modules

125 m between Strings

 threshold 100 GeV≲

1450 m

2450 m

DeepCore array:

6 additional strings 

60 Optical Modules

7/10 m between Modules

72 m between Strings

 threshold ~10 GeV

Clock  stability: 10
-10

 ≈ 0.1 nsec / sec
Synchronized to GPS time every   ≈5 sec   
                                         at 2 ns precision

- PMT: Hamamatsu, 10’’
- Digitizers:
    ATWD: 3 channels. Sampling 300MHz, 
               capture 400 ns
    FADC: sampling 40 MHz, capture 6.4 s
   Dynamic range 500pe/15 nsec, 
                           25000 pe/6.4 s
- Flasher board:
    12 controllable LEDs at 0o or 45o 

• Dark Noise rate ~ 500 Hz
• Local Coincidence rate ~ 15 Hz
• Deadtime < 1%
• Timing resolution ≤ 2-3 ns
• Power consumption: 3W

the IceCube neutrino telescope



the Digital Optical Module



5MW x 30 hrs = 0.56 TJ!
AMANDA drilling (1950m) 90 hrs    deployment: 18 hrs 

IceCube drilling (2450m) 40 hrs, deployment: 10 hours

the drilling



the place







2005 2006-

2006 2007-
2007 2008-

2008 2009-

2009 2010-

2010  2011-
2011 ...

IC59

IC86 IC79

IC40

IC22IC9

IC1

Data taking since 2005 – completed in 2010!

seven years of construction









40,000 yr 90,000 yr

know thy medium

We do not fill our detector with a well known and calibrated Cherenkov radiator 
(as accelerator experiments do)

We fill the ice with our detector → Need characterization of an unknown medium

 
Deep ice at South Pole is extremely clear, absorption~100 m, but presents dust layers of 
decreased transparency

 This presents a challenge for photon collection at some depths



example of track reconstruction in IceCube
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MSW effect

dark matter
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(point sources/diffuse)

atmospheric n flux

neutrino telescopes are multipurpose...

 oscillations
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tracks:

ν
μ
  + N –> + X

angular resolution ~ 1o

can measure dE/dX only

Time [ms]
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neutrino event signatures in IceCube:

neutrino telescopes are multipurpose...

… multi flavour detectors-

 oscillations



tracks:

ν
μ
  + N –> + X

angular resolution ~ 1o

can measure dE/dX only

cascades:

e + N → e + X

i + N → i + X

angular resolution ≥ 10o

energy resolution ~ 15%
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 oscillations



tracks:

ν
μ
  + N –> + X

angular resolution ~ 1o

can measure dE/dX only

cascades:

e + N → e + X

i + N → i + X

angular resolution ≥ 10o

energy resolution ~ 15%
    

Tau neutrino, CC
    

ν
τ
 + N → τ + X

“double bang”

τ decayτ productionTime [ms]

log(E/GeV)1 GeV 1 2 1 TeV 4 5 1 PeV

MSW effect

dark matter

astrophysical neutrinos 
(point sources/diffuse)

atmospheric n flux

neutrino event signatures in IceCube:

neutrino telescopes are multipurpose...

… multi flavour detectors-

 oscillations



Measure fluxes of 

atmospheric muons

            atmospheric neutrinos

at higher energies and better statistics 

than previous experiments

 Any deviations from known physics is

          new neutrino physics

         new particle physics

         new astrophysics

“downgoing”
atmospheric muons
and neutrinos

cosmic  ray

cosmic  ray

air shower

air shower

“upgoing”
atmospheric 
neutrinos

backgrounds

aim of neutrino telescopes

@ IceCube: downgoing → Southern Hemisphere
                     upgoing  → Northern Hemisphere
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below the horizon
(upgoing tracks)

Earth has filtered 
all cosmic ray products
except neutrinos

To identify 's:

a) use Earth as a filter, ie, look for
   upgoing tracks, cos()<0

dealing with backgroundsdealing with backgrounds



accept
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(downgoing tracks)

High energetic muons
can penetrate km in 
water or ice

below the horizon
(upgoing tracks)

Earth has filtered 
all cosmic ray products
except neutrinos

To identify 's:

a) use Earth as a filter, ie, look for
   upgoing tracks, cos()<0

b) define “starting tracks” in the 
   detector. Use any angle

dealing with backgroundsdealing with backgrounds



reject
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(downgoing tracks)

High energetic muons
can penetrate km in 
water or ice

below the horizon
(upgoing tracks)

Earth has filtered 
all cosmic ray products
except neutrinos

To identify 's:

a) use Earth as a filter, ie, look for
   upgoing tracks, cos()<0

b) define “starting tracks” in the 
   detector. Use any angle

dealing with backgroundsdealing with backgrounds

 full sky sensitivity 
using IceCube outer strings as a veto:
 Require no causally connected hits in outer 
string(s) layer(s)
 
 > access to southern hemisphere sources, --
galactic center and all year Sun visibility-



the irreducible background: atmospheric neutrinos 
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expected flavour ratio:

measurements agree with predictions based on 
the cosmic ray flux and neutrino production physics

  →  +

  e + → e +



Gamma ray bursts

our beam

Atmospheric
Produced in cosmic ray air showers-

beyond atmospheric neutrinos: cosmic signals in neutrino telescopes 



Gamma ray bursts

explore!our beam

Atmospheric
Produced in cosmic ray air showers-

beyond atmospheric neutrinos: cosmic signals in neutrino telescopes 

Astrophysical
Galactic and extra Galactic sources-



Gamma ray bursts

explore!our beam

Atmospheric
Produced in cosmic ray air showers-

beyond atmospheric neutrinos: cosmic signals in neutrino telescopes 

Astrophysical
Galactic and extra Galactic sources-

GZK νs

ν

CR

p + γ
CMB

 → Δ+ → n + π+

→ n + μ+ + ν → ...

Energy 
threshold:
6 * 1019 eV

μ

n



Even if individual sources not strong enough, contribution from 
all sources within the Hubble radius can be detectable

→  diffuse flux

  Expect hard spectrum 2.0 – 2.4 (production as shock acceleration)

 advantage over point-source search: can detect weaker fluxes

 but: higher background

Signature:

  excess of high energy neutrinos over irreducible 
   background  of atmospheric neutrinos

Energy

Atmospheric , 

Harder Spectrum  (E 2- )

searches for a diffuse neutrino flux



Search for a diffuse flux of astrophysical muon neutrinos with the IceCube 59-string configuration. 

( Phys. Rev. D 89, 062007 (2014) )

high-energy excess of 1.8σ compared to the background 
scenario of a pure conventional atmospheric model.

hints from a high energy diffuse -  search with IC 59-

limit to a E 2-   + flux:    0.25 x10 8-  E 2-  GeV cm 2-  s 1-  sr 1-

















Search for neutrino induced particle showers with IceCube 40- -

( Phys. Rev. D 89, 102001 (2014) )

high energy excess of - 2.7  σ compared to the background scenario of a 
pure conventional atmospheric model.

hints from a diffuse cascade search with IC 40-

limit to a E 2-   all flavor flux:    7.46 x10- 8-  E 2-  GeV cm 2-  s 1-  sr 1-     (between 25 TeV and 5 PeV)   



      deposited energy:     1.04 PeV                                                1.14 PeV            (~15% uncert)

Aug. 8, 2011

Npe 6.992x104

NDOM  354

Jan 3, 2012
Npe 9.628x104

NDOM  312

search for UHE neutrinos: first observation of PeV neutrino events

search for high energy (>1PeV neutrinos): little expected background → simplifies the analysis

      Analysis based on a few cuts on deposited charge and event reconstruction quality

2 events in 672.7 days between  May 2010- May 2012,   
0.08 events expected from atm  +  atm   (including charm)

significance (over background-only hypothesis): 2.8 





search for UHE neutrinos: first observation of PeV neutrino events

search for high energy (>1PeV neutrinos): little expected background → simplifies the analysis

      Analysis based on a few cuts on deposited charge and event reconstruction quality

2 events in 672.7 days between  May 2010- May 2012,   
0.08 events expected from atm  +  atm   (including charm)

significance (over background-only hypothesis): 2.8 



there should be more if we lower the energy threshold!

What do we expect?

showers: only charge current  gives a track

                  all other flavours and interactions

                  produce a shower at the vertex

mostly on the Southern sky 

    Earth absorbs high energy neutrinos

Backgrounds

penetrating cosmic-ray muons which 

sneak through the veto and 

atmospheric neutrinos  

(reduced since we are looking at 

 very high energies)

search for UHE neutrinos: first observation of PeV neutrino events



Requirements:     All sky -

Challenge: 
Atmospheric ν and μ 
background

Strategy:

Look for starting events in 
the detector

 → these must be neutrinos!!!

InIce detector

IceTop surface array

Take advantage of completed, i.e.  
big, detector to define a veto:

 - top 5 layers of modules    (=90 m)

 - bottom layer of modules  (=10 m)

 - outer layer of strings

1.45 km

diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

 - reject tracks entering the
detector from outside
(atmospheric 's)

High energy contained vertex search-



- Explicitly aim at high energies: cut on Npe> 6000

- 400 Mton effective fiducial volume

- Sensitive to all flavors above 60 TeV

- Estimate atmospheric muon background from data

    .reject incomming muons when there is early 
      charge deposited in the veto region

    .estimate remaining background by “inverted”    
      early-charge cut: 
         i) require signal in outer veto layer, 
         ii) see efficiency of next layer to detect muon

- Atmospheric neutrino background low at PeV energies, ~0.1 events/year

- Use IceTop information to reject events, even if starting
 (atmospheric 's from an air shower)

diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: strategy-



36 events in three years of data,

 998 days between 2010 and 2013

 (they contain the first two PeV events)

 8 tracks

28 cascades

estimated background:

 6.6 +5.9 -1.6  atmospheric neutrinos

 8.4 ± 4.2     atmospheric muons

diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: results-

significance (over background only hypothesis): 5.7- 



diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: some examples-

deposited energy 129 TeV
Dec, RA: 92,7- o, 103.2o

deposited energy 2004 TeV
Dec, RA: 55.8- o, 208.4o

deposited energy 31 TeV
Dec, RA: 20.7o, 167.3o



best cascade fit
reversed orientation for illustrative purpose

observation of PeV events: sanity checks



diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: charge distribution-

Fits well to the atmospheric muon 
background predicted at low energies 
(total charge below 6000 pe)

Hatched region represents expected 
background fom conventional and 
prompt atmospheric neutrino flux

Harder than expected spectrum at high 
energies

best fit to a E 2-  flux:    0.95 ± 0.3 10 8-  E 2-   GeV cm 2-  s 1-  sr 1-



diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: distribution in detector-

Events uniformly distributed in location 

and direction over the detector volume

Background from sneaking 

atmospheric muons will cluster on 

detector boundaries. No such effect 

observed



diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: angular distribution-

compatible with isotropic flux

Earth absorption noticeable for 

events coming from the northern 

hemisphere
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diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: angular distribution-

compatible with isotropic flux

Earth absorption noticeable for 

events coming from the northern 

hemisphere



diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery

High energy contained vertex search: skymap-

Compatible with isotropic flux

Most significant excess close                      

  (not at) the Galactic Center 

Only 7% significance                                   

( bad pointing of cascades)

Searches for correlation with GRBs, the 

galactic plane or time clustering do not 

find any significance either

Remember: “only” 37 events 

+ cascades
 x tracks



diffuse high energy neutrino search: the IceCube discovery



search for point sources in the “HESE” sample



what about muons?

Search for an excess high energy muon flux from the northen sky -

The high-energy starting sample is 

dominated by cascades from the southern 

sky

→ Look for an excess in muons from the 

northern sky

Only sensitive to  CC at energies where 

the Earth is not opaque to neutrinos

Ongoing analysis



IC40+IC59+IC79 neutrino sky.        total livetime 1039 d
                                                            total number of events: 108317 upgoing, 
                                                                                                  146018 downgoing (atm muons)

The Astrophysical Journal, 779, 132 (2013)

search for point sources



log- 10p=4.707
RA 34.25, Dec 2.75
best  2.35

log- 10p=4.047
RA 219.25, Dec 38.75-
best  3.75

Highest significance in azimuthally 
scrambled skymaps (2000 trials)

Highest significance in azimuthally 
scrambled skymaps (2000 trials)

98%

search for point sources

IC40+IC59+IC79 neutrino sky.        total livetime 1039 d
                                                            total number of events: 108317 upgoing, 
                                                                                                  146018 downgoing (atm muons)



IC40+IC59+IC79 point source limits.
 
   Upper limits on a E-2 spectrum from a list of astrophysical objects (Blazars, SN remnants...)        

The Astrophysical Journal, 778:1 (17pp), 2013

search for point sources



search for neutrino emission from Gamma Ray Bursts



IceCube-40 + IceCube-59 results:

search for neutrino emission from Gamma Ray Bursts



A wealth of candidates from different theoretical models:
· dark baryons  
· MACHOs – BHs, neutron stars, white/brown dwarfs... 
· neutrinos  
· primordial Black Holes 
· Weakly Interacting Massive Particles   

         (LSPs from “x”MSSM, Kaluza-Klein modes...)

     Non-weakly Interacting Supermassive particles  

         (Simpzillas)
· axions 
· many others

 ... + (alternative gravity theories) 

WIMPS

- Arise in extensions of the Standard Model

- Assumed to be stable: relics from the Big Bang

- weak-type Xsection gives needed relic density

- mass  from few GeV to few TeV

- MSSM candidate: lightest neutralino,    

        χ0
1
 = N

1
B + N

2
W3 + N

3
H0

1
+ N

4
H0

2

- UED: lightest 'rung' in the Kaluza-Klein ladder

SIMPZILLAS

- Non-thermal, non-weakly interacting  stable relics

searches for dark matter



…. etc





your theory here
(not necessarily SUSY...)

astrophysics inputs
(and uncertainties...):
products have to be 
transported to the Earth

Here is where 's are 
advantageous

indirect signatures of dark matter annihilation



The prediction of a neutrino signal from dark matter annihilation is complex and 

involves many subjects of physics

 - relic density calculations (cosmology)

 - dark matter distribution in the halo (astrophysics)

 - velocity distribution of the dark matter in the halo (astrophysics)

 - physical properties of the dark matter candidate (particle physics)

 - interaction of the dark matter candidate with normal matter (for capture) 

       (nuclear physics/particle physics) 

 - self interactions of the dark matter particles (annihilation) (particle physics)

 - transport of the annihilation products to the detector (astrophysics/particle physics)   

indirect signatures of dark matter annihilation



Sun

Earth

dwarves &
distant halos

Milky Way 
Halo

Milky Way 
Center

probes SD
-N, SI

-N

probes <A v>

● complementary to direct detection

●  different systematic uncertainties
- hadronic (not nuclear)
- local density
- can benefit from co-rotating disk

● complementary to searches with other
   messangers (, CRs...)

● shared astrophysical systematic 
  uncertainties (halo profiles...)

● more background-free

dark matter searches with neutrino telescopes



 → A → Cc → X+p

IceCube results from 317 days of livetime between 2010-2011:

All year round search:- Extend the search to the southern hemisphere by selecting starting events

 → Veto background through location of interaction vertex

 - muon background: downgoing, no starting track

 - WIMP signal: require interaction vertex within detector volume

 Background estimated from time-scrambled data  
 Analysis reaches neutrino energies of ~20 GeV
 Assumes equilibrium between capture and annihilation 

8º 5º

search for dark matter accumulated in the Sun



MSSM allowed 
parameter space

     90% CL neutralino-p SI Xsection limit

MSSM allowed 
parameter space

     90% CL neutralino-p SD Xsection limit

search for dark matter accumulated in the Sun: results



90% CL  LKP-p Xsection limit vs LKP mass
Universal Extra Dimensions:

R

h
npR

p

h
nRn
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on m
Rc

n
m   n=1 → Lightest Kaluza-Klein mode, B1

 good DM candidate

- Produced non-thermally at the end of inflation  
through vacuum quantum fluctuations or decay of the 
inflaton field

- strong Xsection  (simply means non-weak in this 
context)

- m from ~104 GeV to 1018 GeV  (no unitarity limit 
since production non thermal)

S+S → t t

Phys. Rev. D81, 063510 (2010) 

90% CL  S-p Xsection limit vs S mass

dominant

Phys. Rev. D81, 057101 (2010)

models originally devised to unify gravity and electromagnetism.  

No experimental evidence against a space 3++1 as long as the 

extra dimensions are ‘compactified’

R

search for dark matter accumulated in the Sun: KK and Superheavy DM

Superheavy dark matter:



probe DM annihilation cross section

Ingredients:

X

search for dark matter accumulated in the Galactic Center/Halo

measurement



probe DM annihilation cross section

Ingredients:

X

search for dark matter accumulated in the Galactic Center/Halo

measurement particle  physics model



probe DM annihilation cross section

Ingredients:

X

measurement particle  physics model halo  model

search for dark matter accumulated in the Galactic Center/Halo

line of sight contribution



search for dark matter accumulated in the Galactic Center/Halo: results



at the low energy end: neutrino oscillations-



● Energy threshold at trigger level ~10 GeV

● Covers first oscillation maximum @25 GeV

● High statistics available

→ measure atmospheric muon rate as a 

function of energy and angle

L/E   → 
zenith

/E
adding energy reconstruction

just rate measurement

at the low energy end: neutrino oscillations-



Results:

IceCube sees neutrino oscillations @5.6

consistent with world-average best fit

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 081801 (2013) 

at the low energy end: neutrino oscillations-

● Energy threshold at trigger level ~10 GeV

● Covers first oscillation maximum @25 GeV

● High statistics available

→ measure atmospheric muon rate as a 

function of energy and angle



NEXT??

Two directions

Higher energy

Point sources

      Neutrino flavor ratios

Lower Energy (reach the O(1) GeV threshold)

Resolve neutrino mass hierarchy

      Improve on on going neutrino oscillation studies-

GeV dark matter



IceCube Gen2

KM3NET

GVD

next generation high energy neutrino telecopes-



Multipole configurations under study

R&D and design optimization ongoing, including a surface veto

next generation high energy IceCube extension-



PINGU: Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade

● DeepCore showed the potential of going down in energy.

● How low could we go?

● Add 40 strings within the current DeepCore 

volume to bring down energy threshold to O(1 GeV),

●Use existing and well tested technology

Aims:

 Physics @few GeV:

- neutrino hierarchy, low-mass WIMPs

- R&D for Megaton ring Cherenkov  

           reconstruction detector for p-decay  

           highs statistics SuperNova detection
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PINGU: Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade

● DeepCore showed the potential of going down in energy.

● How low could we go?

● Add 40 strings within the current DeepCore 

volume to bring down energy threshold to O(1 GeV),

●Use existing and well tested technology

Aims:

 Physics @few GeV:

- neutrino hierarchy, low-mass WIMPs

- R&D for Megaton ring Cherenkov  

           reconstruction detector for p-decay  

           highs statistics SuperNova detection



 9.3 GeV neutrino producing a 4.9 GeV muon and a 4.4 GeV cascade

DeepCore only: 20 hit modules

simulated PINGU event



 9.3 GeV neutrino producing a 4.9 GeV muon and a 4.4 GeV cascade

PINGU: 50 hit modulesDeepCore only: 20 hit modules

simulated PINGU event



● IF energy and angular resolution can be brought to the O(1 GeV) and O(10o) level 

                                       → hierarchy measurement possible

PINGU: Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade



● IF energy and angular resolution can be brought to the O(1 GeV) and O(10o) level 

→ hierarchy measurement possible

PINGU: Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade



Lowering the energy threshold allows to reach lower WIMP masses, 0 (few GeV)

PINGU: Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade

blue shaded areas ==> range of possibly obtainable sensitivity with improved analysis techniques

 └> use of signal and background spectral information

 - Sensitivity study based on current IceCube analysis techniques

 - Assume complete background rejection of  downgoing atmospheric muons through veto techniques

   



conclusions

IceCube has been (is) extremely successful in its physics programme

5.7 sigma evidence for non-atmospheric neutrinos at TeV energies

Impact on models of neutrino emission in GRBs and AGNs

Competitive limits on dark matter

Ongoing efforts for a high-energy and a low-energy extensions

R&D efforts on new optical module designs

And what I have not talked about:
   monopole searches
   cosmic ray composition
   cosmic ray anisotropies
   extended-source searches
   exotic neutrino oscillation scenarios
   sterile neutrino searches
   SuperNovae searches
   TeV gravity searches
   Combined searches with CTAs, air-shower arrays and gravitational wave detectors
    ….



conclusions

5.7 sigma evidence for astrophysical neutrinos 



fin  









observation of e-like PeV events

downgoing

horizontal

upgoing

Preliminary

cut used in the GZK analysis







GeV (WW

: Indirect dark matter searches from the Sun are a low-energy analysis in neutrino 

  telescopes: even for the highest  DM masses, we do not get muons above few 100 GeV

Not  such  effect  for the Earth and Halo (no  energy losses in dense medium)

5000 GeV Neutralino → WW  @ Sun Simpzilla → tt  @ Sun

searches from the Sun: neutrino energies at the detector



Use model to convert 
to a muon flux

Experimentally obtained quantity:
allowed number of signal events still 
compatible with background, at 90% 
confidence level

Ndata, Nbck  

data, bck

 → N90

analysis strategies in neutrino telescopes



        90% CL muon flux limit from the Sun      90% CL neutralino-p SD Xsection limit

(particle physics and solar model)

 → A → Cc → X+p

IceCube results from 317 days of livetime between 2010-2011:

All-year round search:

DM searches from the Sun: results

MSSM allowed 
parameter space

Extend the search to the southern hemisphere by selecting starting events

 → Veto background through location of interaction vertex

 - muon background: downgoing, no starting track

 - WIMP signal: require interaction vertex within detector volume

MSSM allowed 
parameter space



     90% CL neutralino-p Xsection limit

Assume (ie. model dependent) effective 
quark-DM interaction,

     2/2 (q5q)(5)

and look for monojets in pp collisions,

      pp →  + jet

(as opposed to the SM process
  pp → Z+jet and pp → W+jet)

Constrains from monojet searches at the 
TeVatron:

Bai et al, JHEP 1012:048,2010

searches from the Sun: comparison with collider results
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